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You've heard about Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies - but they're just the tip of the iceberg.
This concise instruction to the brand new economy will show you methods to create your very

own currency, giving you possibilities where others struggle with ad-based models and
paywalls. Learn to reward your customers instead of counting on coercive marketing. Start your
personal currency. Do you have a website? How about having to pay people to head to school?

Create a currency for these potential customers. Our current economic models are going to
change. We're about to enter a new era for money, in which technology will let anyone create
their personal currency. Do you own a business? With a fresh approach to money, you will be

able to create your own wealth, improve your community, and magnetize visitors to your
products and services.
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Far left-wing screed The author has strong leftist feelings which book was more about how
exactly cryptocurrencies can finally make us all equal and achieve world peace. I don't believe it
can, or can, and I don't think that's how we'll get to better outcomes in any case, This snippet is
revealing: "Capitalism can be a caste system. I dreamed of being truly a burglar and stealing
from the wealthy. I grew up in a lower-middle course suburb. As a boy, I seemed all as well aware
of this. I couldn't understand why a boy being born into a different family could get access to so
much more than me." I believe the author thinks by creating enough rules and tinkering plenty
of with cryptocurrencies we can finally appear to a spot where no one is poor, students are paid
to learn, everyone can live where they want. It's more of a fantasy that finally cryptocurrency
gives us the indicate to regulate the behavior of money itself and we are able to force the end
result we want. But in the 30 or so pages it didn't even really construct how that could happen.
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